
Amoris Laetitia Family Year 

At the end of December, Pope Francis announced that on

March 19, the Catholic Church would begin a special year

dedicated to deepening pastoral outreach to families,

based on his 2016 apostolic exhortation Amoris laetitia.

When is this year being celebrated?

The Amoris Laetitia Family Year begins on March 19, the

Solemnity of St. Joseph, because that is the day Pope

Francis signed his post-synodal apostolic exhortation

Amoris laetitia. The letter, which was on the theme of love

in the family, was then released about three weeks later.

The year 2021 marks the fifth anniversary of Amoris

laetitia’s publication.

Though it is being called a “year,” the Amoris laetitia

celebration will actually last around 15 months, ending on

June 26, 2022 with the 10th edition of the World Meeting

of Families, which will be held in Rome.



Pope Francis’s groundbreaking new document “Amoris

Laetitia”(“The Joy of Love”) asks the church to meet people

where they are, to consider the complexities of people’s lives

and to respect people’s consciences when it comes to moral

decisions. The apostolic exhortation is mainly a document that

reflects on family life and encourages families. But it is also the

pope’s reminder that the church should avoid simply judging

people and imposing rules on them without considering their

struggles.

Using insights from the Synod of Bishops on the Family and

from bishops’ conferences from around the world, Pope Francis

affirms church teaching on family life and marriage, but

strongly emphasizes the role of personal conscience and

pastoral discernment. He urges the church to appreciate the

context of people’s lives when helping them make good

decisions. The goal is to help families—in fact, everyone—

experience God’s love and know that they are welcome

members of the church. All this may require what the pope calls

“new pastoral methods” (199).



Top 10 takeaways from “Amoris Laetitia”
1. The church needs to understand families and individuals in all their complexity.

The church needs to meet people where they are. So, pastors are to “avoid

judgements which do not take into account the complexity of various situations”

(296). People should not be “pigeonholed or fit into overly rigid classifications

leaving no room for personal and pastoral discernment” (298). In other words,

one size does not fit all. People are encouraged to live by the Gospel, but

should also be welcomed into a church that appreciates their particular struggles

and treats them with mercy. “Thinking that everything is black and white” is to be

avoided (305). And the church cannot apply moral laws as if they were “stones to

throw at people’s lives” (305). Overall, he calls for an approach of understanding,

compassion and accompaniment.



• 2. The role of conscience is
paramount in moral decision making.

“Individual conscience needs to be better
incorporated into the church’s practice in
certain situations which do not objectively
embody our understanding of marriage”
(303). That is, the traditional belief that
individual conscience is the final arbiter of
the moral life has been forgotten here. The
church has been “called to form
consciences, not to replace them” (37). Yes,
it is true, the Pope says, that a conscience
needs to be formed by church teaching. But
conscience does more than to judge what
does or does not agree with church
teaching. Conscience can also recognize with
“a certain moral security” what God is asking
(303). Pastors, therefore, need to help
people not simply follow rules, but to
practice “discernment,” a word that implies
prayerful decision making (304).



• 3. Divorced and remarried Catholics need
to be more fully integrated into the church.

• How? By looking at the specifics of their
situation, by remembering “mitigating
factors,” by counseling them in the “internal
forum,” (that is, in private conversations
between the priest and person or couple),
and by respecting that the final decision
about the degree of participation in the
church is left to a person’s conscience (305,
300). (The reception of Communion is not
spelled out here, but that is a traditional
aspect of “participation” in church life.)
Divorced and remarried couples should be
made to feel part of the church. “They are
not excommunicated and should not be
treated as such, since they remain part” of
the church (243).



4. All members of the family need to be encouraged to live good

Christian lives.

Much of “Amoris Laetitia” consists of reflections on the Gospels and

church teaching on love, the family and children. But it also includes a

great deal of practical advice from the pope, sometimes gleaned from

exhortations and homilies regarding the family. Pope Francis reminds

married couples that a good marriage is a “dynamic process” and that

each side has to put up with imperfections. “Love does not have to be

perfect for us to value it” (122, 113). The pope, speaking as a pastor,

encourages not only married couples, but also engaged couples,

expectant mothers, adoptive parents, widows, as well as aunts, uncles

and grandparents. He is especially attentive that no one feels

unimportant or excluded from God’s love.



5. We should no longer talk about people “living in sin.” In a sentence that reflects

a new approach, the pope says clearly, “It can no longer simply be said that all those

living in any ‘irregular situation’ are living in a state of mortal sin” (301). Other

people in “irregular situations,” or non-traditional families, like single mothers, need

to be offered “understanding, comfort and acceptance” (49). When it comes to these

people, indeed everyone, the church need to stop applying moral laws, as if they

were, in the pope’s vivid phrase, “stones to throw at a person’s life” (305).

6. What might work in one place may not work in another. The pope is not only

speaking in terms of individuals, but geographically as well. “Each country or

region…can seek solutions better suited to its culture and sensitive to its traditions

and local needs” (3). What makes sense pastorally in one country may even seem

out of place in another. For this reason and others, as the pope says at the beginning

of the document that for this reason, not every question can be settled by the

magisterium, that is, the church’s teaching office (3).



• 7. Traditional teachings on marriage are
affirmed, but the church should not burden
people with unrealistic expectations.

• Marriage is between one man and one
woman and is indissoluble; and same-sex
marriage is not considered marriage. The
church continues to hold out an invitation to
healthy marriages. At the same time, the
church has often foisted upon people an
“artificial theological ideal of marriage”
removed from people’s everyday lives (36). At
times these ideals have been a “tremendous
burden” (122). To that end, seminarians and
priests need to be better trained to
understand the complexities of people’s
married lives. “Ordained ministers often lack
the training needed to deal with the complex
problems currently facing families” (202).



8. Children must be educated in sex and sexuality.

In a culture that often commodifies and cheapens sexual expression, children

need to understand sex within the “broader framework of an education for

love and mutual self-giving” (280). Sadly, the body is often seen as simply

“an object to be used” (153). Sex always has to be understood as being open

to the gift of new life.

9. Gay men and women should be respected.

While same-sex marriage is not permitted, the pope says that he wants to

reaffirm “before all else” that the homosexual person needs to be “respected in

his or her dignity and treated with consideration, and ‘every sign of unjust

discrimination’ is to be carefully avoided, particularly any form of aggression

or violence.” Families with LGBT members need “respectful pastoral

guidance” from the church and its pastors so that gays and lesbians can fully

carry out God’s will in their lives (250).



• 10. All are welcome.

The church must help families of
every sort, and people in every state
of life, know that, even in their
imperfections, they are loved by
God and can help others experience
that love. Likewise, pastors must
work to make people feel welcome
in the church. “Amoris Laetitia”
offers the vision of a pastoral and
merciful church that encourages
people to experience the “joy of
love.” The family is an absolutely
essential part of the church, because
after all, the church is a “family of
families” (80).



• In imitation of the Holy Family, we are
called to rediscover the educational value
of the family unit: it requires being founded
on the love that always regenerates
relationships, opening up horizons of hope.
Within the family one can experience
sincere communion when it is a house of
prayer, when affections are serious,
profound, pure, when forgiveness prevails
over discord, when the daily harshness of
life is softened by mutual tenderness and
serene adherence to God’s will. In this way,
the family opens itself up to the joy that
God gives to all those who know how to
give joyfully. At the same time, it finds the
spiritual energy to be open to the outside
world, to others, to serving brothers and
sisters, to cooperation in building an ever
new and better world; capable, therefore, of
becoming a bearer of positive stimuli; the
family evangelizes by the example of life.



It is true that there are problems, and at times arguments in every family.

“Father, I argued...”. But we are human, we are weak, and we all quarrel

within the family at times. I will tell you something: if you quarrel within the

family, do not end the day without making peace. “Yes, I quarreled”, but

before the end of the day, make peace. And do you know why? Because

a cold war, day after day, is extremely dangerous. It does not help. And

then, in the family there are three words, three phrases that must always

be held dear: “Excuse me”, “Thank you”, and “Sorry”. “Excuse me”, so as

not to be intrusive in the life of others. “Excuse me: may I do something?

Do you think I can do this? Excuse me”. Always, not being intrusive.

“Excuse me”, the first phrase. “Thank you”: so much help, so much

service that we do for one another within the family. Always say thank

you. Gratitude is the lifeblood of the noble soul. “Thank you”. And then,

the hardest one to say: “I am sorry”. Because we always do some bad

things and often someone is offended by this: “I am sorry”, “I am sorry”.

Do not forget the three phrases: “excuse me”, “thank you”, and “I am

sorry”. If there are these three phrases in a family, in a family

environment, then the family is fine.

(Pope Francis, Angelus Domini, December 27, 2020)                                                             



Amoris Laetitia
I highly encourage you to read the whole Amoris Laetitia, though it’s quite lengthy. If you cannot get to it
right away, here are ten quotations from the document:
“I thank God that many families, which are far from considering themselves perfect, live in love, fulfil

their calling and keep moving forward, even if they fall many times along the way. The Synod’s
reflections show us that there is no stereotype of the ideal family, but rather a challenging mosaic
made up of many different realities, with all their joys, hopes and problems.” [57]

2. “Just as a good wine begins to ‘breathe’ with time, so too the daily experience of fidelity gives
married life richness and ‘body’.” [231]

3. “The life of every family is marked by all kinds of crises, yet these are also part of its dramatic beauty.
Couples should be helped to realize that surmounting a crisis need not weaken their relationship;
instead, it can improve, settle and mature the wine of their union.” [232]

4. “I sincerely believe that Jesus wants a Church attentive to the goodness which the Holy Spirit sows in
the midst of human weakness, a Mother who, while clearly expressing her objective teaching, ‘always
does what good she can, even if in the process, her shoes get soiled by the mud of the street’.” [308]



5. “We have been called to form consciences, not
replace them.” [37]

6. “Few human joys are as deep and thrilling as those
experienced by two people who love one another
and have achieved something as the result of a great,
shared effort.” [130]

7. “I think, for example, of the speed with which people
move from one affective relationship to another.
They believe, along the lines of social networks, that
love can be connected or disconnected at a whim of
the consumer, and the relationship quickly
‘blocked’… We treat affective relationships the way
we treat material objects and the environment:
everything is disposable; everyone uses and throws
away, takes and breaks, exploits and squeezes to the
last drop. Then, goodbye.” [39]



8. “Young love needs to keep dancing towards
the future with immense hope.” [219]

9. “Here let me say a word to fiancés. Have the
courage to be different. Don’t let yourselves
get swallowed up by a society of
consumption and empty appearances. What
is important is the love you share,
strengthened and sanctified by grace. You
are capable of opting for a more modest and
simple celebration in which love takes
precedence over everything else.” [212]

10.“Love needs time and space; everything else
is secondary.” [224]



• PRAYER TO THE HOLY FAMILY
Jesus, Mary and Joseph,
in you we contemplate
the splendor of true love,
to you we turn with trust.

Holy Family of Nazareth,
grant that our families too
may be places of communion and prayer,
authentic schools of the Gospel
and small domestic Churches.

Holy Family of Nazareth,
may families never again
experience violence, rejection and division:
may all who have been hurt or scandalized
find ready comfort and healing.

Holy Family of Nazareth,
may the approaching Synod of Bishops
make us once more mindful
of the sacredness and inviolability of the family,
and its beauty in God’s plan.

Jesus, Mary and Joseph,
graciously hear our prayer.


